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I STEAM~o.ENGINE 
of fuel is important. Watt is rightly called 
the father of the modern steam-engine. 

To convert the straight line backward and 
forward m9tion of the piston into rotary motion, 
a connecting rod and crank on a fly-wheel are 
used. Steam-engines in all English-speaking 
countries are rated in horse-power. A 1-
horse-power engine is one that has the power 
to raise 33,000 lb. one foot in one minute. 
This unit of power was adopted because the 
first steam-engines replaced horses in pumping 
water from the English mines. When the mine 
owner bought a steam-engine, he wanted to 
know how may horses he could discard. As 
a matter of fact, only an unusually strong horse 
can lift 33,000 lb. a foot in a minute. 

Various Forms of Steam-engines 
Various terms are used to designate d.ifferent 

forms of steam-engines. Horizontal, inclined, 
and vertical refer to the position of the cylinder. 
High and low, as applied to speed, are relative 
terms. A speed of 150 revolutions per minute 
is a medium speed ; much above or below this 
is called high or low. · Non-condensing and 
condensing are terms referring to the exhaust. 
In a non-condensing engine the exhaust is 
directly into the air ; in a condensing engine 
the exhaust steam is condensed usually by 
contact with cool running water. 

Simple and compound are terms referring to 
the number of expansions used in the engine. 
In a simple engine there are a single cylinder 
and a single expansion ; in the compound 
engine there are at least two cylinders and two 
expansions. Compound engines are more 
economical. and great steamship engines are 
usually triple expansion. 

A rotary engine is a form of engine in which 
the piston rotates, instead of moving backward 
and forward as in the common engine. A 
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Different Kinds of Boilers 

rotary engine has the very decided mechanical 
advantage of compactness and of direct appli
cation of power without crank and fly-wheel, but 
no rotary engine of the many that have been 
invented has ever shown itself economical or 
durable, except the steam-turbine (see Turbine). 
A locomotive is a steam-engine so arranged 
with wheels as to drive itself on an iron or 
steel track. (See Locomotive.) 

The boilers, formerly made of wrought iron, 
are now almost always constructed of steel, 
and steam pressures of 200 to 250 lb. to the 
square inch are not uncommon. Stationary 
engines now generally use tubular boilers, in 
which the water circulates in iron pipes, about 
which the heated gases from the fire circulate. 
These boilers are known as the "water-tube" 
type. The Scottish marine boiler is of the 
"fire-tube"' type, in which the gases pass 
through the tubes and the main shell is filled 
with water. In "flash" boilers, where steam 
is wanted rapidly, water is forced through 
red-hot tubes and " explodes " into steam. 

. 
Some of the Boiler's Accessories 

Attached to the boiler, in most cases, are a 
pump or injector for supplying it with water, 
a water-gauge to indicate the amount of water 
in the boiler, a steam-gauge which shows the 
steam pressure, and a safety valve to release 
steam should it rise beyond the pressure 
which is safe for that particular boiler. 

In order to understand the principle upon 
which a simple steam-engine works, we must 
have some idea how the power, which must 
be supplied to the engine to enable it to per
form its duty, is obtained. 

This power has its origin in water in the 
form of steam, which is water in its gaseous 
state. We all know that steam is produced 
by boiling water, and that heat must be applied 
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View of Horizontal Engine as it appears from above. 
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